A proof of renormalizability of the theory of the dynamical non-abelian two-form is given using the Zinn-Justin equation. Two previously unknown symmetries of the quantum action, different from the BRST symmetry, are needed for the proof. One of these is a gauge fermion dependent nilpotent symmetry, while the other mixes different fields with the same transformation properties. The BRST symmetry itself is extended to include a shift transformation by use of an anticommuting constant. These three symmetries restrict the form of the quantum action up to arbitrary order in perturbation theory.
Apart from the Higgs boson and a possible neutrino mass, the Standard Model agrees quite closely with experiment, so it is a good idea to leave most of the theory untouched.
The role of the Higgs boson may be distributed among possibly different mechanisms for generating vector and fermion masses, and symmetry breaking. The Higgs mechanism does all this in a renormalizable and unitary way [1] , and any alternative must not affect these good quantum properties of the theory. A possible alternative for generating vector boson masses is to use a dynamical two-form. When an antisymmetric tensor potential B is coupled to the field strength F of a U(1) gauge field via a 'topological' B ∧ F coupling and a kinetic term for B is included, the gauge field develops an effective mass [2] [3] [4] [5] . The mass is equal to the dimensionful coupling constant m of the interaction term, and there is no residual scalar (Higgs) degree of freedom. If a non-abelian version of this theory can be consistently quantized, it may be applied to particle interactions.
No-go theorems [6, 7] based on the consistency of quantum symmetries rule out most, but not all, alternative Higgs free mechanisms of vector boson mass generation. One useful exception is the topological mass generation mechanism [8] which has seen renewed interest in recent years [9] [10] [11] . This mechanism uses an auxiliary vector field to close the symmetry algebra and thus avoid the no-go theorems. The price one has to pay is to have non-propagating bosonic and ghost fields in the theory, which disappear in the abelian limit. The no-go theorem of [7] says only that the non-abelian model cannot be constructed from the abelian model, which is known to be quantizable [4] . It does not rule out the quantizability of the non-abelian model itself. However that is not in itself a proof that the model is quantizable, and a proof has not been constructed as yet. The first step in such a proof is the construction of a BRST-invariant tree-level action, which was done from a geometric point of view in [9] and ab initio in [10] .
In this paper I construct the quantum action up to arbitrary order in perturbation theory starting from the BRST-invariant tree-level action. I follow an algebraic procedure along the lines of what is done for Yang-Mills theories [12, 13] . The construction itself is rather involved -there are different fields with the same transformation properties. This suggests that the usual BRST symmetry is not sufficient to restrict the operators in the quantum action. Fortunately there are other useful symmetries of the tree-level action and they, together with the BRST symmetry, are sufficient for the purpose. In Sec. II I list the BRST transformation rules of the theory and construct another BRST-like nilpotent symmetry, obtained by exchanging the roles of antighosts and their corresponding auxiliary fields. In Sec. III I construct the quantum symmetries corresponding to these and other symmetries, and in Sec. IV I find all the dimension four operators allowed by all the symmetries. Finally, Sec. V carries a small discussion of possible extensions and applications of the results.
II. CONVENTIONS AND SYMMETRIES
In this section I shall fix my conventions. I shall work with an SU(N) gauge group, with generators t a satisfying [t a , t b ] = if abc t c , (2.1)
with the structure constants f abc totally antisymmetric in its indices. The gauge index will be made explicit in general for easier tracking of numerical coefficients.
The classical action for the dynamical non-Abelian two-form [8] is Here F µν is the curvature of a gauge connection A µ with gauge coupling g,
3)
The compensated field strength H µνλ is defined with the help of an auxiliary field C µ by the relation All the three fields A µ , B µν and C µ belong to the adjoint representation of some gauge group G, and therefore the action (2.2) remains invariant under gauge transformations given by
In addition, the action S 0 is invariant under vector gauge transformations given by 6) where Λ µ is some arbitrary vector field in the adjoint representation of the gauge group which vanishes at infinity.
Quantization of this theory requires gauge-fixing and therefore the introduction of ghosts.
The gauge fixed action, together with the ghost terms, is BRST invariant. The vector gauge symmetry requires ghosts of ghosts, and off-shell nilpotence of the BRST charge requires auxiliary fields. Let me write the gauge-fixing functions as f a , f aµ and f ′a for gauge transformations, vector gauge transformations and gauge transformations of ghosts, respectively. I shall choose the gauge functions to be of the usual Lorenz gauge type,
but most of the results in this paper will hold for arbitrary linear gauge functions. Some discussion about this is presented in the appendix.
The tree level quantum action can be written as [9, 10] 
Here ∆ a , ∆ aµ and ∆ ′a are the BRST variations, as defined below, of f a , f aµ and f ′a ,
respectively. The appearance of ∂ µ n a in the gauge-fixing condition is usual for two-form gauge-fields. The gauge-fixing condition f aµ = 0 holds upon using the equation of motion of n a [14] . This action is no longer invariant under gauge or vector gauge transformations.
But it is invariant under the BRST transformations,
These transformations are nilpotent, s 2 = 0 on all fields, if s has a left action, i.e., the change in any field χ A is given by δχ A = δλsχ A , where δλ is an anticommuting infinitesimal parameter. The tree-level quantum action of Eqn.(2.8) is invariant under s, with ∆ a = sf a , ∆ aµ = sf aµ and ∆ ′a = sf ′a . It is also possible to write this action as the sum of the classical action S 0 plus a total super-divergence,
In addition to the BRST transformations, there is another BRST-type nilpotent transformation which leaves the action invariant. Such a symmetry exists for all gauge theories, not just the two-form theories, as can be seen from the following argument. The terms in the extended ghost sector of the tree-level quantum action of a gauge theory are typically of the form 
On the other hand, I can rearrange S c ext as 
Therefore, if the action ofs onω A and h A is as above, ands = s on all other fields, the last equation is identically satisfied, and it also follows thats is nilpotent on all fields,s 2 = 0 if ∆ A does not contain any auxiliary field, which is usually the case.
When the extended sector corresponds to an anticommuting gauge field, as in the case of gauge-fixing of ghost fields, the construction is slightly more complicated, since the auxiliary fields have odd ghost number. Typically, for anticommuting auxiliary fieldsᾱ A , α a , the extended ghost sector can be written as is sufficient for that purpose [12, 13] . However,s becomes extremely useful when the theory contains many different fields in the same representation, as in the case of the dynamical two-form. I shall make extensive use ofs to construct the quantum effective action for the dynamical two-form. In order to do that, I need to look at the quantum symmetries corresponding to s,s and some other classical symmetries of the theory. This is done in the next section.
III. SYMMETRIES OF THE EFFECTIVE ACTION
On the way to a proof of perturbative renormalizability of the dynamical non-Abelian two-form, the first thing to note is that there is no kinetic term for C 
where F A (x) = sχ A (x). I shall also refer to K A as the 'antisource' corresponding to the field χ A . This partition function leads to the effective action
where J A χ,K is the value of the current for which χ B (x) J,K = χ B (x), the expectation value being calculated in the presence of K A .
The effective action satisfies the Zinn-Justin equation [12, 13] ,
where the antibracket (F, G) is defined for any two functionals F and G as
In order to get a proof of perturbative renormalizability of a theory, the total action
A is written as a sum of the renormalized action
containing counterterms intended to cancel loop infinities.
Both S R and S ∞ must have the same symmetries as S[χ, K], so the infinite contributions to Γ can be cancelled by the counterterms in S ∞ if they also have those symmetries.
Expanding Γ in a power series in the loop expansion parameterh,
where
, the Zinn-Justin equation can be written order-by order for each
This expansion automatically includes counterterms corresponding to sub-divergences at any given loop order N. If for some N all infinities appearing at M-loop order have been cancelled by counterterms in S ∞ for all M ≤ N −1, the only remaining infinities in Eqn. (3.6) are in Γ N . So the infinite part Γ N,∞ of this quantity must satisfy
For a theory which is renormalizable in the power-counting sense, this leads to a simple 
If I now define the quantities
with ǫ infinitesimal, the terms independent of K A in Eqn.(3.7) imply [13] 
invariant under the transformation
The terms of first order in K A in Eqn.(3.7) imply that this transformation is nilpotent, If a field χ A has ghost number γ A , the corresponding K A will have ghost number −γ A −1.
It follows that the ghost number of the antisource for any of A Table I at the end of this paper.
Some of the quadratic terms can be eliminated straightaway. The BRST variations of the fieldsω a ,ω a µ , n a andβ a are linear, so the effective action cannot be quadratic in their antisources. For example, 12) so the quantum transformations are the same, 
In this there is no K A corresponding to h a , h a µ , α a andᾱ a , and the quadratic sum also does not run over the antisources for θ a , C a µ ,ω a ,ω a µ , n a andβ a for reasons described above. The relation (S R , Γ N,∞ ) = 0, when applied to this expression, gives at zeroth order in K
At first order in K A , I get the equation
Here I have used the fact that
AB N where ε A , ε B are the Grassmann parities of K A and K B , 0 for bosonic K A and 1 for fermionic K A . The terms of second order in the antisources lead to the equation 
The first term on the right hand side will always appear in 
The first term vanishes because F ac (ω, ω) = 0 by the previous argument, the second and the third terms cannot contain a β a , while the fourth term must contain only one factor of The application ofs on the partition function gives (since the tree-level action S is invariant unders), 
N is invariant unders R wherẽ But that creates a host of other problems. In particular, the effective action is not linear in these new antisources K A .
These two renormalized symmetries, s R ands R are sufficient to uniquely fix the form of the effective action, as will be shown in the next section. There is a further symmetry which helps to pin down the form of s R . This symmetry mixes the ghost fields with the same global properties and quantum numbers.
The action S is invariant under
where δλ is a commuting c-number infinitesimal. It is straightforward to calculate that
where t is the transformation δ/δλ. Note that I have taken δλ to be commuting only for convenience. If δλ is taken to be anticommuting, the action will still be symmetric under t = δ L /δλ provided δ Lω a /δλ = +ᾱ a , other transformation rules remaining the same. It is easy to see that the action S is symmetric under t for a large class f aµ .
By applying t on the partition function (3.1), I get the Ward identities can then write this equation as
Expanding Γ in a power series inh and using arguments as before, I can write the divergent part of this equation as
The K independent terms of this equation give 
for all B except when B corresponds to θ a , where I have used the fact that ts = 0 on all fields except θ a . For the case of K a [θ], this equation is modified,
The interpretation of these equations is obvious. Eqn.(3.28) says that Γ
under t R , where As before, let me denote the minimal fields by φ A and non-minimal fields by λ A . Let me also define s Then on dimensional grounds, the effective action will be at most quadratic in the λ A . I can then write the effective action in the generic form
where X A and X AB do not contain any of the λ A , and have appropriate transformation
properties, dimension and ghost number. In particular, X A and X AB are assumed to include derivative operators as necessary for the constant shift symmetries mentioned above, and the sum over indices will be taken to include an integral over space-time unless specified otherwise. Since both s R ands R are symmetries of the effective action, I have
and from Eqn(4.1), I have
Therefore using Eqn.(4.2) I can write
Here ε A (not to be confused with the ε A of Eqn.s(3.17) and (3.18)) is the Grassmann parity of the field λ A . Since X A and X AB do not contain any of the λ A by definition, I can now look at the coefficients of the various λ A in the expansion of Eqn.(4.5) and set them to zero in order to get an expression for the effective action Γ. I will consider λ A in the order
For each λ A I will first consider coefficients of terms containing λ A λ B in the expansion of Eqn(4.5). There can be no term of third or higher order in λ A in the effective action because of the constant shift symmetries, and therefore the left hand side of Eqn(4.5) can be at most quadratic in the λ A . Setting those coefficients to zero will eliminate some of the terms from the effective action and produce relations among some others. Next I will follow the same procedure for the terms linear in λ A . The terms not eliminated by all this will be considered at the end. 
The coefficient ofω 
The coefficient ofβ a in the variation of this is 
This equation contains X ā β which has non-vanishing mass dimension, so it an contain fields other than θ a and C a µ , and the argument used in previous cases cannot be applied here.
Therefore, the X's appearing here must remain undetermined for the moment.
Terms containing products of the formᾱ a λ B appear in the s Terms linear inᾱ a come from
The coefficient ofᾱ a in the s ′ R -variation of this satisfies
This equation is again insufficient to determine the X's in it and will have to be reexamined later.
Terms containing h a λ B come from the variation of Terms linear in h a come from
Of these, X ab hα has vanishing mass dimension and ghost number −1. Since it is not possible to construct such a function with the fields in the theory, it follows that X ab hα = 0. The coefficient of h a , in the terms linear in h a , in the variation of the rest satisfies the equation
These terms will also be left for later scrutiny, as this equation is insufficient to determine them.
Terms containing α a λ B come from the s 
The terms containing h a µ λ B come from the s
The coefficient of h a µ h b in the variation of this gives X abμ ω * h = 0, and the remaining terms with h a µ λ B in them satisfy 
Terms linear in h a µ appear from the s
giving the following equation:
Finally, terms containing ∂ µ n a λ B come from the variation of
and satisfy the equation
while terms linear in n a appear from the variation of
and gives the equation
There is one more equation that can be obtained from s ′ R Γ = 0, the one involving terms which do not contain any of the λ A . This equation is
I can now write the effective Lagrangian for the ghost sector of the theory, after setting to zero all the X's that were found to vanish in the analysis so far,
Just as the symmetry s ′ R Γ = 0 produced relations among several of these X's, the quantum BRST symmetry itself, s R Γ = 0, should produce some more relations independent of the previous ones. The expression for the s R -variation is
Since s R X A and s R X AB cannot contain any of the λ A , I can consider the coefficients of λ A or of λ A λ B in the above expression and set them to zero.
while the coefficients ofᾱ
Now, each of the X's in this equation has zero mass dimension, zero ghost number and is s R -invariant, so each must be a (possibly different) constant. Let me define four constants
The coefficients of h a ,ᾱ a , h a µ , α a ,ω a ,β a ,ω a µ and n a give the equations
The last equation in this list is redundant as it can be obtained by applying s R to the previous equations and remembering that s 
In keeping with standard notation, let me rewrite
Eqn.(4.28) now becomes
As in the above, let me redefine the constant, 
from which it follows that 
The right hand side vanishes upon using f aµ = ∂ ν B aµν . Also, Eqn.(4.38) can be written as 
It remains to construct the most general non-ghost sector of the theory.
The BRST transformations on the bosonic fields as found in Eqn.(A32) of the Appendix are given by The procedure described so far can be used to construct effective actions for different theories involving the non-Abelian two-form. For example, it may be interesting to apply it to the recently proposed first-order formulation of Yang-Mills theory [15] . However, since I have a specific theory in mind, I will need to invoke another symmetry in order to eliminate unwanted terms from the non-ghost sector.
This 'symmetry' was an invariance of the classical equations of motion under with α a constant. It was suggested in [8] that this symmetry could play a role in preventing terms of the form (B − DC) 2 or (B − DC) ∧ (B − DC) from appearing in the action. Of course, since the classical action is not invariant but changes by a total derivative, it is nontrivial to elevate this to a quantum symmetry. Classically this 'symmetry' leads to a conserved current 
This is the same as the tree-level action up to arbitrary multiplicative constants, which means that the theory is perturbatively renormalizable.
V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
It is time to gather the results. I have given an algebraic proof of perturbative renormalizability of the dynamical non-Abelian two-form gauge theory, also known as the topological mass generation mechanism. It follows that just as in two and three dimensions, it is possible in four dimensions to have a renormalizable theory of massive non-Abelian vector bosons without a residual Higgs particle. Chiral fermions were found to naturally arise in this model as a way of restoring a classical shift symmetry in the quantum theory.
The calculations were done in a specific set of linear gauges, so that antighosts appeared only as derivatives. In other linear gauges, the calculations would be more involved, in particular there would be terms cubic and quartic in the antighosts, but even in such cases the methods of Sec. IV should go through. Two other symmetries appeared as a result of using linear gauges -these ares, defined in Eqn. (2.18), and t, defined in Eqn. (2) gauge bosons get the same mass, contrary to experiment. All other observed events would remain uncontradicted. It has been suggested [11] that by also adding a U(1) two-form, which would make the photon massive, it may be possible to get the correct mass ratio of It follows that the Z is heavier than the W ± by a factor of sec θ W . However, because of the explicit symmetry breaking term, the proof of renormalizability given here is not applicable. 
Therefore d abc 2 must be proportional to the structure constants f abc ,
where Z is an arbitrary constant. In s 
which has the unique solution
while the coefficient of ∂ µ ω c ω d gives
which implies
with N 1 again an arbitrary constant.
Let me now write the rules for β a and θ a , s R β a = gd 
The only allowed possibility for F a [ω] is then
where d 
